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ASEM Education 2030: Transversal Skills

The Magic of Leaves: Business of Selling Leaves
in Japan

https://manabink.com/en/2020/11/17/the-magic-of-leaves-business-of-selling-leaves-in-japan/

Lotus becoming a business of a primary school in
Nanjing

https://www.google.com/search?q=%E5%8D%97%E4%BA%AC+%E5%AD%A6%E6%A0%A1+%E8%8D%B7%E8%8A%B1&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwiahb7J18ruAhWEOCsKHf7HCaUQ2cCegQIABAA&oq=%E5%8D%97%E4%BA%AC+%E5%AD%A6%E6%A0%A1+%E8%8D%B7%E8%8A%B1&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQA1DR8ANYvJMEYM6YBGgAcAB4AIABJogBa5IBATOYAQCgAQGqAQtnd3Mtd2l6LWltZ8ABAQ&sclient=img&ei=DwAZYNrBKoTxrAHj6eoCg&bih=526&biw=1152&client=firefox-b-d

Other business with transversal skills
• UBER – running taxi business without owning taxis
• AirBnB – running hotel business without owning
hotels

Singapore’s Critical Core Skills
In August 2019, SSG embarked on a review of the GSCs to formulate the new Critical Core
Skills (CCS), which comprises a total of sixteen (16) competencies grouped into three (3)
clusters of skills that workplaces deem most essential. They are:
• Thinking Critically – These are cognitive skills that are needed to think broadly and
creatively in order to see connections and opportunities in the midst of change.
Cognitive skills are the root of technical skill development and progression.
• Interacting with Others – Learning from other people is one of the most effective ways
to acquire new skills and ideas. Being effective at interacting with others means
thinking about the needs of other people, as well as being able to exchange ideas and
build a shared understanding of a problem or situation. Increasingly people need to be
able to combine their technical skills with those of others to succeed.
• Staying Relevant – Managing oneself effectively and paying close attention to trends
impacting work and living provide the strategies, direction and motivation for technical
skill development.

Thinking Critically
• Creative Thinking
• Decision Making
• Problem Solving
• Sense Making
• Transdisciplinary Thinking

Interacting with Others
• Building Inclusivity
• Collaboration
• Communication
• Customer Orientation
• Developing People
• Influence

Staying Relevant
• Adaptability
• Digital Fluency
• Global Perspective
• Learning Agility
• Self Management

Critical Core Skills (CCs)
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DIFFERENT LEARNING PATHWAYS TO PROMOTE ADULT LEARNING
An Illustration with WSQ Advanced Cert in Learning & Performance (ACLP )
Aspiring
TAE professional

Facilitated Learning Pathway (FLP) – Cohort-based Learning

• Structured learning experience
• Fosters stronger networks via peer learning as a
cohort
•
Authentic workplace learning context
With little or no TAE
• Variety of facilitation and assessment methods
expertise and
interested in a career
• *Career Advisory from Experienced Adult Education
transition to TAE sector
Career Advisors
Experienced
TAE professional
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Enhanced Recognition of Prior Learning

ACLP
Certified!

• Recognises both formal certifications and informal learning experiences
• Enables flexible consumption of individual modules required after RPL
Composite Assessment (CA)

Credit Exemption (CE)
• With some TAE
expertise and wants
Just-in-Time
upskilling
or
• With extensive TAE
expertise and
qualifications, current
with sector’s practice
complementing
domain expertise

• Recognise formal
learning ie. Train-theTrainer (TTT)
certificates mapped by
IAL

&/or

• Recognise informal learning from
practice or TTT (not mapped)
• Adopts “practitioner-to-practitioner”
peer conversation rather than checkbox assessment
• Allows for “flow-back” to FLP if found:
o unsuited for CA
o required to top-up
outstanding modules

1 Advisory Chat
• Complimentary, nonobligatory Pathway Advisory
• Advise on suitability for CA
based on practice evidence
• Provide indication of likely
CA outcomes

2 Industry Panel
Assessment
• Panel approach for more
balanced assessment
• Allows for industry-centric
variations (based on 70%
attainment of module
competency)

Top up outstanding modules via FLP
Allows for top-up of non-exempted modules via modular Training and Assessment
or Assessment-Only Option

M1: Facilitate Learning Experiences for Adult Learners
M4: Facilitate Workplace Learning

M2: Adopt Skills Frameworks for Professional Growth
M5: Design Learning Solutions to Address Performance Needs

M3: Facilitate Technology-Enabled Learning
E1: Interpret WSQ and Assess Competence OR E2: Assess Workplace Learning

JUST-IN-TIME & BITE-SIZED FOR LEARNING ON THE GO
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1 Micro-learning
teasers
• Create awareness
and drive take-up for
deeper skilling
through completing
formal programmes
• Supports a flipped
classroom learning
approach to optimise
scarce face-to-face
time

• 3-panel cartoon-based
resource to explain Skills
Framework (SFw) application
• Uses authentic Retail SFw as
example for different roles
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Video-based learning
Open-education resource of 38 workplace
learning methods to augment certificated
programme content

Interactive
Content Publishing Videos

Online
Discussions

Infographics

Quizzes

Documents

Quality
Assurance

Web
Conference

Role-based learning

Mobile-enabled Learning
Management System

Badging

RESPONDING TO COVID-19 IN 2020

• IAL’s teaching faculty
adopted tech tools in
delivering its
programmes

• IAL moved all its
programmes
online in a matter
of weeks

• IAL’s Innovation Lab
(iN.LAB) explored and
shared technology tools
with the training and
adult education
community

• iN.LAB stepped
up to help the
community pivot
their programmes
online

Pre-Covid-19

Covid-19

Drawing from its own online
learning and iN.LAB
experience, IAL used a variety
of channels – e-newsletters,
self-help videos, open
educational resources, survey
findings, virtual conference and
seminars – to secure more
than 6600 training places
between Apr to Sep 2020

PROMOTE ADULT LEARNING THROUGH WORK & WORKPLACES
Workplace learning exploits key andragogical
principles (Knowles, 1984):
▪ Adult learners are self-directed
o Co-creates learning experiences with
domain experts
▪ Adult learning is problem-centred rather than
content-oriented
o Uses authentic work requirements and pain
points
▪ Adults seek learning with immediate impact to
their job or personal life
o Immediate impact on work performance and
organization can be tracked

Promoting Manpower Skilling Innovations
Harvest success
stories of learning
innovations at the
workplace
Create enterprise
advocates of
learning &
performance

1

Enhanced ROIs of human
capital management &
skilling strategies
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• Used Skills Framework
to re-define the roles and
responsibilities of
Directors
• Used workplace learning
to help company develop
their strategic business
model and corporate
budget

• Re-orientated funeral
undertaking into a
hospitality service
• Re-designed the job
role of its Operations
team to enhance job
variety
• Boosted take-up for
internships
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An Enterprise Transformation Journey

Tapped SkillsFuture
initiatives to address
manpower challenges

Boosted productivity
gains from digitalization
and automation

• Re-designed and
streamlined current
work processes of retail
staff in outlet stores to
focus more on salesgenerating activities

OUTCOMES

• New career pathways
for senior staff
• Implemented structured
OJT supported by
mobile learning

• Internal capability built
in process re-design
• Cost savings

• Winner of InnovPlus
award with $200,000
grant to develop
prototype

Thank you !

